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ABSTRACT
To explore the ability of organogel for floating in acidic media to obtain a novel
member gastroretentive dosage form testing span 40 and span 60 as a gelators,
sesame oil (SO) as an apolar phase and cinnarizine (CN) as a model drug to
produce an organogel as a gastroretentive drug delivery system. Floating
properties were studied like floating lag time and floating duration for the
organogels in both solid and liquid status. Characterizations of organogels were
studied by assessment of thermal behavior by tabletop rheology and probing the
organogels morphology with an optical microscope, the assembly of gelators was
investigated by Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). Oscillatory
rheology studies, the amplitude sweep and frequency sweep were conducted.
These were followed by in- vitro release and in-vivo floating studies. The results
showed that all span organogels floated instantly and for around 24 hours in both
statuses. Also, all span organogels showed reversible transition temperature and
higher than 37 ºC and the optical images showed fibrillar scaffold where the fibers
length of span 40 organogel were significantly shortening with increasing
concentration of span 40 and the non significant change was with span 60.The
hydrogen bonds were responsible on gelator-gelator interactions by a shift in the
peaks that associated with the carbonyl and hydroxyl groups. Moreover,
organogels showed the viscoelastic properties as the 20% w/w of span 40 and
span 60 organogels were frequency independent. Last, organogels slowed the
release of CN and persisted in rat’s stomach for 12 hours.
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INTRODUCTION
The oral route is a major route in drug delivery as it is
easier to manufacture and more convenient to individuals;
although, some problems in this route are needed to be
resolved concerning erratic absorption, the low solubility
of weakly basic drugs and short gastric residence time.
Gastro retentive drug delivery systems (GRDDS) provide
new and essential therapeutic options to solve these
problems by prolonging the gastric residence time and
improve the bioavailability of weakly basic drugs. GRDDS
includes: swelling and expanding system,
bio/mucoadhesive system, high-density system, magnetic
system and low-density system (floating system)[1] as
the floating system has been studied extensively. Side by
side, the capability of the low molecular weight
organogelator (LMOG) capturing oil and because they are
easy to formulate as this agrees with the sustained
release requirements that improve the bioavailability of
the drug; these led in this work, an investigation for
floating properties to the organogel and seeking to
designate a new member for a floating system to be
delivered in soft gelatin capsules. This approach and
according to our knowledge hadn’t been studied till now.
In parallel, a full characterization for organogels and their
depot properties were assessed as a proven feature[2].
The range of LMOGs for organogels preparation was
sorbitan monopalmitate (span 40) and sorbitan
monostearate (span 60) as they represented the solid
phase and the liquid phase was represented by the
sesame oil (SO). Cinnarizine (CN) was used as a model

drug which is an H1-receptor antagonist and it was
chosen because of its lipophilicity that makes CN a good
candidate to be formulated in oil. Also, CN nature as a
weakly basic molecule encouraged the scientists to
formulate CN in many GRDDS [3].Both spans as lipophilic
nonionic surfactants mostly were formulated as vesicles
and emulsion for oral route of administration [4-9]while
as a LMOG, spans were used as a gelator in organogel for
topical preparations such as the organogels of 20% w/w
span 40 in groundnut oil and mustard oil where those
organogels were stable and prolonged the release of
metronidazole[10]. Besides, span 60 in sunflower oil
organogel was used to deliver salicylic acid for
transdermal application and showed prolonged shelf-life.
For the oral rout, spanorganogels were utilized as in span
40/ medium-chain triglyceride organogel that improved
the solubility of curcuminoids and span 60 in
sorbitanmonooleate with polysorbate 80 organogel to
deliver cyclosporine [11-12].The SO in addition to its
nutritional benefits, was used as a liquid in organogel oral
route [13-14]. To achieve our aim, the floating properties
such as floating lag time and floating duration of
organogels as a solid and as a liquid were investigated.
Besides, organogels were explored for the rheological
properties, morphological network and Fourier
transform infrared (FTIR). Furthermore, the depot
property of the selected organogels was tested by the
release study of CN in the gastric media at pH 1.2 as well
as in vivo floating was executed to the selected
organogels.
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Results and Discussion
Preparation of organogel
The assessment of the gel formation was visually
examined as this helped to determine the minimum gel
concentration (MGC), which is the minimum
concentration of gelator required for gelation at 25 °C as
shown in figure 1. The vials of the prepared
concentrations 1% , 3% , 5%, 7% , 10%, 13%, 15%, 18%
and 20% w/w of the span 40 and span 60 in SO were
inverted to check the organogel formation where the
span 40 in SO showed gelation at 13%, 15%, 18% and
20% w/w whilst the lower concentrations were not
gelled. Also, the concentrations of organgels of span 60
started at 10%, 13%, 15%, 18% and 20% w/w. Those
results are similar to a different study formulated
organogels of span 40 and span 60 in soybean oil while
the MGC for span 60 was found to be 16% w/v and
18%w/v for span 40 as the lower concentrations than

their MGC were not gelled in soybean oil [15].The
differences in the MGC of different gelators could be
attributed to the solubility differences of the two gelators,
those gelators were soluble in oil at high temperature
(65°C) during preparation but when they cooled down;
they exposed different gelation. This was due to gelators
molecules formed aggregates upon cooling but these self-
aggregations of gelators were not sufficient to form a 3D
network at low concentration of gelators. The assembly
of the aggregates is important and required to build up
the 3D network structure for the gel formation. For the
next studies, the selecting of the organogel
concentrations was by picking up 3 organogels that
showed gelation upon inverting such as the
concentrations that represented the lower, the middle
and the higher. For span 40 and span 60 in SO were (13%,
15%, 20%) (w/w) and (10%, 15%, 20%) (w/w),
respectively.

Figure (1): Organogels of span 40 and span 60 in SO as in
A and B respectively. Since, all organogels concentrations
were from left to right
1%,3%,5%,7%,10%13%,15%,18%,20%w/w and the
solid organogel represented as inverted vial.

Investigation of the floating properties
The general floating properties are floating lag time and
floating duration which are important to study to
guarantee that our organogel meet the aim of our
work[16-17].These investigations started with organogel
as a solid loaded in the capsule. Lag time parameter: The
capsules of all formulations were instantly buoyant and
within 5 minutes of the experiment, all capsules shells
were melting in 0.1N HCL leaving the solid organogel
floated. After that, all formulations showed a continuous
floating; this could be justified to the organogel

properties and also due to the low density of oils that was
prepared with. This outcome was reported in our work as
zero lag time. The duration of floating: This was clarified
in Table 1 for all organogels where 13% w/w Span 40/SO
organogels showed durations of floating 17 hours and it
was 24 hours for both of 15% w/w and 20% w/w span
40/SO. These durations were acceptable and could be
scored +++. For the selected concentrations of span 60 in
SO, the floating duration of 10% w/w and 15% w/w was
20 hours while the 20% w/w floating duration was 24
hours. Those organogels could be also scored as +++ and
this result was similar to the duration of oily in situ
floating gels of sodium alginate that formulated with guar
gum[18].Clearly from the above results, increasing the
concentration of LMOGs prolonged the floating duration.
As this augmentation could be justified to a denser
scaffold of organogels which in turn decrease the liquid
penetration; hence, as a result the mass of organogel kept
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floating. To conclude, the selected organogels of span 40
and span 60 in SO were floating instantly and showed
different floating durations as the highest concentrations
showed the longest durations. Table 2 showed floating
parameters of organogel as a liquid besides to the
gelation time. This study was done to confirm the floating
properties of the selected organogels without the aid of
the capsule as the last one is well known to float that
might help in floating our selected organogels. Markedly
as shown in Table 2, all the selected organogels from the
lower to the higher concentrations of span 40 and span
60 in SO showed the same gelation times 15 min, 12 min
and 7 min after using the same volumes of ethanol 100 μl,
150 μl and 200 μl respectively. It is obvious the volume of
ethanol was increased as the concentration of LMOGs in
organogel increased and this might be due to the self-
assembly of LMOGs increased as the LMOGs
concentration increased. This in turn increased the
volume of ethanol to disassembly the LMOGs. This
method was implemented in different work by using
specific amounts of ethanol to liquefy N-lauroyl-L-alanine
methyl ester/soybean organogel and an opaque gel was
formed in the aqueous media within 2 min after
pouring[19].In nutshell, all organogels were liquefied
successfully by ethanol and the ethanol volume was
increased as the LMOGs concentration increased as this

manifest an inverse relationship with the gelation time.
Moreover, all liquefied organogels were gelled and
showed the same floating parameters when they were
solid in capsules. Those floating results were matching
our aim of work as the organogels showed appropriate
duration floating time in addition to the lag time whether
the organogels were solid loaded in a capsule or liquid.
Thus the next steps were investigating the organogel for
their properties.

Table (1):the floating duration for solid organogels
Organogels LMOGs

/Oil%

(w/w)

Floating duration in hour

Span40/SO 13 17
15 24
20 24

Span60/SO 10 20
15 20
20 24

*All formulations had floating lag time = zero because
they are instantly floated.
**All organogels scored +++ due to instant gelation and
its duration around 24 hours.
Table (2): The gelation time and the floating parameters
for liquid organogels

Organogels LMOGs /Oil% (w/w) Ethanol volume μl Gelation time in minutes Floating duration in hour

span 40 /SO 13 100 15 17
15 150 12 24
20 200 7 24

span 60 /SO 10 100 15 20
15 150 12 20
20 200 7 24

*All formulations had floating lag time = zero because they are instantly floated.
** All organogels scored +++ due to instant gelation and its duration around 24 hours.

Table to rheology
Tabletop rheology is a simple and convenient method for
characterization of phase transitions from gel to solution
(sol) and vice versa, and especially for our thermo
sensitive organogels. Phase transition temperature
results from sol to gel and gel to sol were illustrated in
Table 3 for all selected organogels. Firstly, sol to gel
transition temperature (Tsol-gel) for the 13% w/w, 15%
w/w and 20% w/w span 40/SO were 38.33ºC, 40.33ºC
and 41.66ºC whilst the transition temperature of 10%
w/w, 15% w/w and 20% w/w span 60/SO organogels
were 40.33ºC, 42.33ºC and 48.33ºC sequentially. The
reverse phase of transition temperature of gel to solution
for the 13%w/w, 15% w/w and 20% w/w of span 40
organogels which were liquid at 40.33ºC , 42.33ºC and

44.33ºC, respectively. In case of span 60/SO organogels,
Tgel-sol were 40.66ºC, 41ºC and 51.66ºC for the
concentrations 10% w/w, 15% w/w and 20% w/w
correspondingly. The above data obviously indicated a
trend of direct relationship between the Tsol-gel / Tgel-
sol and the concentrations of gelators which this could be
justified to a denser 3D network of organogel was as the
concentration of gelators increased [20].Also, the results
showed that the Tgel-sol is always higher than Tsol-gel
and this pattern was similar to the organogels of 12-
hydroxy octadecanoic acid/n-decane[21].To conclude,
phase transition for the selected organogels was
reversible and higher than 37 ºC which indicated the
stability of organogels in the body temperature 37 ºC.

Table (3): The transition temperature of organogels
Organogels LMOGs /Oil%

(w/w)
Solution to Gel transition
temperature(ºC)

Gel to Solution transition
temperature(ºC)

Span 40 /SO 13 38.33±0.57 40.33±0.57

15 40.33±0.57 42.33±0.57
20 41.66±0.57 44.33±0.57

Span 60 /SO 10 40.33±0.57 40.66±0.57

15 42.33±0.57 41.00±1.00
20 48.33±0.57 51.66±0.57

Optical microscopy
This study was executed to probe the cross section
morphology of the organogel scaffold and this is
demonstrated in the Figure 2 where the images A, B, and

C present the13% w/w, 15% w/w and 20% w/w span 40
organogels in SO. From the first glance to the 3 images, an
apparent febrile is shown. This network morphology is
similar to a different study which used span 40 organogel
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in mustard oil[10].Also, the images of the selected
concentrations of span 60 organogels in SO are shown in
D, E and F in figure 2 which also displays fibrillar
networks but they were shorter and more branching
comparing with span 40 organogels. This morphology in
our work is likewise of the span 60 organogel/ soybean
oil network [22].These images were further studied by
ImageJ software to confirm fiber length of each organogel
precisely as clarified in Figure 2 G and H. Firstly, the
length of fibers were 10 µm, 10 µm and 8 µm for 13%
w/w, 15% w/w and 20% w/w span 40/SO organogels,
respectively. Differently in span 60 organogels, the fibers

were shorter than span 40 organogel and they were 5 µm,
3.66 µm and 3.33µm for 10% w/w, 15% w/ and 20%
w/w, respectively. Thus, One way ANOVA was applied
using SPSS to find if the difference in the length fiber with
concentration of gelator for each gelator was significant
or not. The statistical analysis came conformity to the
visual finding, where the fiber length of all selected
concentrations of span 40 organogels were significantly
shortening with concentration (p < 0.05) differently in
span 60 were the fiber length of all selected
concentrations of span 60 organogels were not
significantly shortening with concentration (p > 0.05).

span 40 span 60
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Figure (2): Microscopic images of span 40 and span 60
organogels in which A, B and C representing 13% w/w,
15% w/w and 20% w/w while D, E , and F representing
10% w/w, 15% w/w, 20% w/w in SO. Bar charts show
fiber length of organogels where G for span 40 and H for
span 60. Error bars represent standard deviation, n =3.

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
FTIR spectrum study gives qualitative information
concerning physical interactions amongst gelators that
are responsible for gelation and the interactions between
components of the organogel. The highest concentration
of the selected organogels spectrograms was compared
against gelators (span 40 and span 60) as well as SO
spectrogram where in A and B in Figure 3 focusing on the
carbonyl related region for both organogels where a peak
at 1745 cm-1 in the spectrogram of 20% w/w span 40
organogel which shifted from the peak of span 40
spectrogram at 1734 cm-1, despite the SO spectrogram
showed the peak at the same site (1745 cm-1). This trend
was similar to the carbonyl associated peak of the span

60 spectrograms as shown in B Figure 3. This outcome
indicates possible hydrogen bindings that help in self-
assembly of LMOGs rather than referring it to the
carbonyl peak of the SO. However, Sat apathy et al
prepared span 40 organogel in mustard oil and this shift
in the carbonyl region were not shown in their FTIR
spectrograms[10]. Also, Beheraet al in a different study
formulated organogel of span 60 in sunflower oil and
their FTIR study did not show any shift in the carbonyl
peaks[23].Additionally, C and D Figure 3 focus on
hydroxyl region (from 3300 cm-1 to 3700 cm-1) as
spectrograms of organogels in SO showed the low
intensity of a broad peak compared with the raw span 40
and span 60 spectrograms. This result was similar to
Beheraet al as they attributed this change to the
intermolecular hydrogen bonding between span 40
molecules that were responsible for gelation in sunflower
oil[24]. To sum up, all FTIR spectrograms showed a shift
in the carbonyl associated peaks as well as the low
intensity of peaks associated with the hydroxyl group of
span 40 and span 60 organogels that all helped in the
constitution of the scaffold by hydrogen bindings.

Figure (3): FTIR spectrograms of span40, span 60, SO and
20%w/w span40 organogels and 20%w/w span60
organogels where A and B represent the region of
carbonyl in all spectrograms while C and D represent the
all spectrograms of hydroxyl region.

Oscillatory rheology studies
Rheological studies were proposed in this work to
determine viscoelastic properties of organogels; these
tests permit access to the viscoelastic properties of
organogels. Oscillatory studies are the amplitude sweep
and the frequency sweep as those tests were applied to
span 40 and span 60 in SO organogels.

Amplitude sweep
The first part of rheology study was to investigate the
amplitude sweep test to identify G' (storage modulus), G''
(loose modulus), LVER (linear viscoelastic region) and
the flow point for each selected organogel in SO. G'
represents the solid phase that shows the strength or the
elasticity of organogel whereas G'' represents the liquid
phase of the organogel. Moreover, the LVER represents
the continuity of the same values of G' while the flow
point means G'=G''. These parameters reflect the
strength of any preparation where the strength is
important to be determined in this work to guarantee the
resistance that can show by organogels toward the
stomach contractions and motions. All the amplitude
sweep figures are shown in Figure 4 and their parameters
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are listed in the Table 4. Starting with G' and G'', all
organogels showed increase in those values as the
concentration of gelator increased and all G' values are
larger than G''. This direct relationship was similar to the
organogels of monoglycerides that showed the same
relationship between concentration and G' with G''
[25].Secondly, a direct relationship was shown between
LVER values and the concentrations of span 40
organogels and those LVER values statistically showed
significant difference (P < 0.01), whereas this relationship
was the opposite for span 60 organogel. Span 60 LVER
values were decreased as span 60 concentration
increased in the organogel; though, the difference was
not significant (p > 0.05). The LVER trend of span 40
organogels is the same of the ricinelaidic acid/canola oil
organogel as showed an increase in LVER with the
increase of ricinelaidic acid concentration[26].Whereas
the inverse relationship of LVER that was shown by span
60 organogels is likewise the decrease in LVER values as
the concentration of tetradecylamine in ethylene glycol
increased [27]. The dissimilarity in the LVER that was
shown by span 40 and span 60 organogels could be
referred to the assembly of span 40 and span 60 gelators
to form the transient junctions that responsible on the 3D
structure formation. We think that the increase in the
LVER values of span 40 organogels with the increase in
the concentration of span 40 leads to the more
connecting scaffold as this was not shown in the almost
constant values of LVER of span 60 organogels. In the
case of span 60 organogels, the increase in the
concentration led to more dense scaffold rather than
connecting scaffold. The 4th parameter in amplitude
sweep is the flow point and all organogels showed the
same pattern of increasing the flow point values with the
decrease of the organogel concentration. This correlates
the impact of the increasing organogel concentration on
the formation of less connecting aggregates of assembled
gelators that responsible for the formation of the 3D

scaffold. Most of the organogels and at the end of the test
show that the strain breaks the organogels and leads to a
transformation from solid to liquid statues (G'' > G').
To conclude, all organogels showed G' larger than G'' and
increase of both values as the concentration increase. An
inverse relationship was shown by all organogels
between the concentration and the flow point. Moreover,
LVER values pattern of span 40 organogels were different
from span 60.

Figure (4): The amplitude sweep test where A and B
represent span40 organogels and span60 organogels
respectively
Table (4): Amplitude sweep parameters G’, G’’, LVER and
flow point of all selected organogels

Organogels LMOGs/Oil %
(w/w)

G' (pa) G'' (pa) LVER (%) Flow point(%)

span 40/ SO 13 6002±1532 1070±248 0.07±0.01 2±1.3
15 11003±5412 1718±694 0.06±0.01 1.95±.70
20 97379±19151 17725±6506 0.12±0.04 0.79±0.18

span 60/ SO 10 873±117 169±63 0.05±0.01 1.83±0.14
15 17464±2090 2219±274 0.04±0.003 0.65±0.05
20 42602±3727 5955±2002 0.04±0.004 0.48±0.56

Frequency sweep
This test was executed by applying different angular
frequencies with constant strain that is selected from the
LVER. The 13% w/w and 15% w/w span 40/ SO
organogels as shown in A and B Figure 5 displayed
parallel curves that represent G' and G'' values at angular
frequency rate starting from 0 to 70 rad s-1 and 80 rad s-1
respectively whereas those curves of two organogels
intersected at high frequencies. Differently, the curves of
G' and G'' of 20% w/w span 40/SO organogel did not
cross at any angular frequency as shown in C Figure 5.
Furthermore, the 10% w/w span 60/SO organogel as in D
and E Figure 5 is very weak and show very low values of
G' and G'' at low angular frequency after that the two
curves of G' and G'' crossed at 30 rad s-1. Also, 15% w/w
span 60 /SO was frequency-dependent at 70 rad s-1 and
higher till 100 rad s-1nevertheless, the 20% w/w span
60/ SO organogel was frequency-independent within the
full range of the angular frequency as shown in F Figure 5.
Both the 20% w/w of span 40 and span 60 in SO were not

affected by any frequency and their figures presented
parallel curves of G' and G'' where G' was higher than G''.
This means that both organogels were solid at all
frequency range, whereas the lower selected
concentrations of span 40 and span 60 organogels were
frequency dependent at high rates which means they
were liquid at high rates as shown in Figures 5 where
their G'' values higher than G' values. Those patterns
were similar to the frequency sweep test that was applied
to the organogels of monoglycerides in cod liver oil
where their low concentrations, the 5% w/w and 7%
w/w demonstrate a cross curves of G' and G'' at high
frequency rate; in the opposite, the 9% w/w organogel
showed frequency-independent trend[27].To sum up,
frequency sweep test identifies that the 20% w/w of span
40 and span 60 were solid and elastic at different rate of
angular frequency while the lower concentrations of span
40 and span 60 organogels were solid at a low rate of
angular frequency and liquid at high angular frequency.
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span 40 span 60

Figure (5): The frequency sweep test where A, B and C
represent 13%,15% and 20%w/w span 40/ SO
organogel while D, E and F represent 10%, 15% and 20%
w/w span 60/SOorganogel, respectively
In-vitro study
The in-vitro CN release study for the two sets of floating
organogels was determined in gastric pH 1.2 for 24 hours
to investigate the depot property for organogels. A
control was run along with all the release investigations
which composed of 25 mg CN that was solubilized in SO
to compare with the organogels as this is shown in the
Figure 6 A and B. Those controls were prepared because
of the oils known ability to retard the release of
hydrophobic drugs. The SO control showed a release 80%
w/w CN after 6 hours. The selected concentrations of
span 40 organogels in SO showed a difference in their
release pattern and statistically the difference was
significant (p < 0.05) where 13% w/w, 15% w/w and
20% w/w span 40/SO organogels released 65% w/w,

55% w/w and 48% w/w CN after 6 hours of the study
respectively. Then, the same approach as before, those
organogels released CN 79% w/w, 66% w/w and 53%
w/w after 12hr of the experiment and 90% w/w, 80%
w/w and 65 %w/w at the end of the release experiment
respectively. However, span 60 organogels delayed the
CN release as after 6hr of the release study, 65% w/w,
54% w/w and 48% w/w of CN was released from 10%
w/w, 15% w/w and 20% w/w span 60/SO respectively.
Also, those organogels after 12hr released 77% w/w,
64% w/w and 54% w/w CN then the same order of
organogels after 24hr released 94% w/w, 75% w/w and
63% w/w CN respectively. As shown above, the 20%
w/w of both span 40 and span 60 in SO organogels were
the best to delay the release were both after 12 hr
released around 53% w/w CN and this percentage was
lower than those CN tablets that were formulated as
floating tablet composed of sodium alginate and they
released 60% w/w CN[28]. This outcome estimates that
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the 20% w/w span 40 or 60 in SO in addition to the
floating property, it has also the depot property.

Figure (6): In-vitro CN release, A represents span 40/SO
organogel, B represents span 60/SO organogel and
control of SO as a black curve
In-vivo floating study
This study was demonstrated to the highest
concentrations of spans organogels as shown in Figures7.
Photos were taken to prove the gel formation and its
floating for extended period of time. The organogels at

the four times intervals persist in the stomach as shown
in Figure A7 for span 40 organogels and Figure B 7 for
span 60 organogels, respectively. The same result
achieved by AA Aboelwafaetal for raft liquid GRDDS
which persist in rat stomach for 8 hours [29].In
conclusion, the selected organogels succeeded to be
retained in stomach for 12 hours as a floating delivery
system.

A
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B

control 1 hr 2 hr 6 hr 12 hr
Figure (7): Photos that show the presence of organogels
in rat’s stomach in different time intervals where A
represents span 40/SO organogel and B represents span
60 organogel following oral adminsteration

MATERIALS ANDMETHODS
Materials
Span 40 and span 60 were purchased from Sinopharm
Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd, Sesame oil was purchased
from Emad local factory and Cinnarizine was purchased
from Baoji Guokang Bio-Technology Co., Ltd–China. Nine
healthy adult female Wistar rats weighing 200-225 gm
were purchased from the experimental animal center in
college of pharmacy, AL-Mustansiriyah University.

Preparation of organogel
Firstly, the organogel was prepared by weighing a
specific amount according to the following
concentrations of span 40 and span 60 (1%, 3%, 5%, 7%,
10%, 13%, 15%, 18%, 20%) (w/w) in vials then
completing the weight to 1 gm with SO, the vials were
incubated in a water bath for 40 min at 65°C till gain a
clear solution to ensure the solubility of gelators in SO.
Then, the vials took out from the water bath and let them
cool at room temperature for 45 minutes. These vials
were inverted individually to check the organogel
formation and the result was recorded either as solid
organogel or liquid organogel when there was no flow or
flow of organogel preparation, respectively. The last one
also pointed as no gelation. Secondly, the CN organogel
was prepared as the above method in addition to the
25mg of CN which was weighed with the selected amount
of the gelators then both were solubilized in oil.

Investigation of floating properties
The organogels were investigated for the floating
parameters in 2 statuses either as a solid organogel
loaded in a capsule or as a liquefied organogel. Firstly, for
the first status; this procedure started with pouring the
hot liquid organogel solution into the body of a hard
gelatinous capsule size 00 and then allowed them to cool
and solidify gradually. At this point, the capsule was
placed in a beaker filled with 200mL of 0.1 N HCl which
was already at 37°C and as the capsule within the
medium, a continuous stirring was kept by a magnetic
stirrer that adjusted at 100 rpm. Secondly, when the
status of organogels as a liquid; this was to ensure both
the floating of the organogel after gelation, and the intake
of organogel by rats via the aid of gavages tube to reach
stomach’s rat as this was for further study in our work.
Liquefaction of organogel was performed by adding a
sufficient amount of ethanol to the components of
organogel in a glass vial then put the vial in the water
bath at 65°C. This disturbed the organogel formation, and
then the liquid organogel was taken and then injected
into a 200mL of 0.1 N HCl, 37°C that rotated at 100 rpm.
At this step and before investigating the floating
parameters, an observation to the change in the status of
the organogel from liquid to solid as this reported a

gelation time. The floating parameters are the lag time
and the duration of floating where first the floating lag
time which was set by observing the time for organogels
to float. Secondly, the duration of floating that represents
the duration time of persistence organogels to be floating
on the 0.1 N, HCl surface. These parameters were checked
visually as well as organogels were classified as
followings according to the outcome of the floating
parameters:
+ = represents of few minutes of gels to solidify but with
rapid gel disseminating.
++ = represents of instant gelation that continued for just
12 hours.
+++ = As ++ but organogels last for 24 hours.

Table top rheology
All the vials of the organogels were incubated in a water
bath at 80 ºC then the temperature was going down each
2°C to reach 32 ºC as the average rate was 2°C/ 15
minutes. At the end of the 15 minutes periods, the vials
were tilting 45° to inspect organogels status whether
solid or liquid. This phase of the procedure showed the
transition temperatures from liquid to solid for all
organogels. This part of the study was followed by
opposite phase through increasing the temperature (2°C/
15 minutes) as this phase represented the transition
temperatures from solid to liquid for all organogels. This
study was performed in triplicate for each organogel.

Optical microscopy
Microscopic images were taken to probe the morphology
of organogels using optical microscope and slides. These
slides were prepared by adding a drop of melted
organogel on 25 • 75 • 1 mm glass slide immediately after
removing the vial from the water bath using a
micropipette. A 22• 22 • 0.15 mm glass cover slip was
placed on the top of the gel and compressed gently then
left for 15 min. The slide after that was transferred into
the microscope stage to inspect and capture images by
using the software and the camera. All the captured
images were analyzed using Image J to measure the
length of fibers by taking the average of the fiber’s length
from 3 images where at least 15 fibers were scaled per
each image.

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
FTIR was applied for selected organogels using Shimadzu
FTIR-8400S. The spectra recording were from 400 to
4000 cm-1 where the cell plate 201-77160-20 was for oils
and KRS-5 for KBr to test solid samples and organogels.

Oscillatory rheology studies
Rheological measurements were carried on Anton par
mcr302 rheometer using plate-plate configuration
(pp25SN61895) for all measurements that were at 25 ºC
and the data evaluation was by the aid of the Rheoplus
software. A triplicate of each test was applied for the
selected organogels. This study was executed at
University of Petra/Pharmaceutical Center (UPPC).
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Amplitude sweep
The amplitude sweep test was implemented to identify
storage modulus (G'), loss modulus (G''), the linear
viscoelastic region (LVER) and the flow point for each
formulation as the oscillatory strain range was set from
0% to 100% at angular frequency 10HZ.

Frequency sweep
The other oscillatory study was the frequency sweep as
the chosen strain was within this range 0.01-0.08 %
depending on LVER values that obtained from the
amplitude sweep study for each formulation. Also, the
angular frequency changed from 0.1 to 100 rad s-1.

In-vitro study
In-vitro release study for CN organogels loaded in
capsules was performed using USP type II apparatus
(paddle type) and the jars were filled with 900 ml of 0.1N
HCl- pH 1.2 solutions that adjusted at 37±0.5°C
and100rpm. The capsule was placed into the jars of the
apparatus then according to the following time frame
(0.083, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21 and 24) hours; 5
ml was withdrawn from the release media then
substituted with equal volumes of fresh medium. Then
each sample filtered by a Millipore filter 0.45 μm papers
and properly diluted and measured by UV-visible
spectrophotometer at 254nm (λ max of CN) and this was
performed in triplicate. Each time point was representing
an average of 3 triplicates and converted to a
concentration using the following equation � ᡘ ಏ�ಏ悔抔官 � ,
this equation symbolizes the equation of the calibration
curve, which constructed of several dilutions of CN in
0.1N HCl, pH 1.2

In-vivo floating study
According to the guidelines and approval of the ethical
committee of research in the college of pharmacy,
Mustansiriyah University for animal studies, the in-vivo
study was applied using 9 healthy adult female Wistar
rats weighing 200-225gm. Prior starting this study, those
rats were kept for 10 days in plastic cages under standard
situation (12 hours of light and dark cycle, 24°C, 35-60%
humidity) with free access to food and water. Then, the
rats were forbidden from food for 24 hours before
running the experiment with water-free access.
Methylene blue (0.1% w/w) was added as a dye to the
selected formulation to distinguish the organogels from
the stomach tissue in addition to the ethanol to keep the
status of organogel as liquid. One milliliter of the stained
liquid formulations was given to the rats with the aid of
an oral gavages tube. These animals were anaesthetized
by intramuscular injection of 50 mg/kg ketamine and 5
mg/kg xylazine then abdomen was dissected to
investigate the floating formulation in the rats’ stomach.
Photos for stomach were taken at 0 min before
administration of the selected formulations as a control,
then at 1 hour, 2 hours, 6 hours and12 hours after giving
the formulation.

Statistical analysis
All measurements were carried out in triplicates as
statistically analyzed and presented in Figures and Tables
where the mean was statistically followed by the
standard deviation (± SD). Analysis of variance
(independent sample T-test) and (One way ANOVA) were
performed using SPSS version 16.0.

CONCLUSIONS
The selected organogels floated instantly and showed
longer floating durations with increasing concentration of
gelator, in both statuses of the organogels (solid and
liquid) as the20% (w/w) of both spans showed the
longest durations. By doing table top rheology, the phase
transition for the selected organogels was reversible and
higher than 37 ºC which indicated the stability of
organogels in the body temperature 37 ºC. Also, all
organogels showed fibrillar type of scaffold and a
tendency of a decrease in the fiber length as the
concentration of gelators in organogels increased
(significantly in span 40 and not significantly in span 60).
Also, FTIR spectrograms showed a shift in the associated
peaks of carbonyl and hydroxyl groups of both span
organogels that all contributed in the assembly of the
scaffold by gelator-gelator interactions. From amplitude
sweep, span 40 showed better viscoelastic properties
than span 60 organogel since it showed higher values of
G' and LVER than span 60 organogel while frequency
sweep test identifies that the 20% w/w of span 40 and
span 60 were solid and elastic at different rate of angular
frequency (frequency independent) whereas the lower
concentrations of span 40 and span 60 organogels were
solid at a low rate of angular frequency and liquid at high
angular frequency (frequency dependent). From in- vitro
study, 20% w/w span 40 and 60 in SO were the best in
delaying the release of CN than lower concentration so
they gained the depot property. Lastly, in-vivostudy in
rats confirmed that the selected organogels succeeded to
be retained in stomach for 12 hours as a floating delivery
system.
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